
             Urban. Minimal. Chic



Why Urban Skinny?

Urban. Minimal. Chic.  
      It was in search of those three words, that we began our mission to set

  up an urban lifestyle alternative.  

          Never find what you are  looking for, at stores? 
            Hate mass-produced curtains & cushions? 

Ugly art masquerading as living room décor? 
We get it. We’ve been there ourselves. 

                
We are fans of beautifully designed stuff ourselves. 

For many years, we had looked high & low for lifestyle products that reflected an individual style. 
But sadly, there seemed to be no affordable version of a clean, minimal aesthetic to be found in the market.   

Beautiful design ought to be available to anyone who can appreciate it.
Affordable. That’s key.   

So after years of having to custom-make our cushions, clothes and home décor, 
we realized there was an opportunity to create a business that we loved out of knowing our best customer- people like us. 

We decided it was time to step up to the mission-  urban, minimal, chic for the average joe and jane. 
                   We offer a clean, urban aesthetic that works all year-round.   

In keeping with that philosophy, while the focus is on stuff for your home- we have a small line 
of beautifully designed clothes under the Urban Skinny brand.  

Wish us love & luck. 

Drop in at www.urbanskinny.co.in
Happy Browsing!

Who creates the products on Urban Skinny?
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Word!

We dislike the phrase e-commerce intensely. 
There is something impersonal in the way that term describes the 

average e-commerce shopper. 
What we are hoping to create with Urban Skinny is a personal-

ly curated estore that reflects a beautiful urban aesthetic for folks 
looking to personalize their homes and their wardrobes. 

  We work with a small pool of quality vendors to cre-
ate our products.  We also collaborate with artists from 
India and abroad to translate beautiful design into stuff 
for your homes and for your wardrobe. This is an ongo-
ing process. Stay tuned for some exciting collaborations 

coming up. Take a walk around our e-store, see what 
you like, tell us what you don’t and keep dropping by to 

say hello. We are always glad to see you. 

Urban Skinny would love to work with indepen-
dent creative boutiques looking for beautiful furni-
ture for their working spaces and welcomes enqui-
ries for its range of beautifully designed furniture & 
home accent pieces. Need help deciding what furni-

ture would look good in your living space? 
Get in touch with us at +7718840644 or email us at 
info@urbanskinny.co.in with pictures of your home 

and we’ll be more than happy to help. 
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Looking for Creative stuff for your home/office?

Who creates the products on Urban Skinny?



                       
Home Accents

Geek’s Revenge Table Lamp

Striped Linen Floor Cushions

Camera Print Floor Cushions



                       
Home Accents

Camera Print Floor Cushions

Hand Screenprinted Long Pillow

Cloud Burst Cushion
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Wood Bookend



                       
                                                 Workspace Solutions



 Camelot A-Legged Table
The Camelot A Legged Table is designed to 
turn heads and inspire the s*it out of you. 

It works as a spacious  work station. 
Made of plywood, and spray painted to 

perfection by our able team of painters, us-
ing only the very best acrylic emulsion, we 
have created an epic solution for all your 
creative needs. Now if this doesn’t get you 

inspired, we don’t know what will.

                       
                                                 Workspace Solutions
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Blue Ikat Pouf Seater 
Our Ikat Pouf is a comfortable single seat-
er with a cotton filling interior and a re-
movable cover that can be hand washed 
separately. Suitable for both adults and 
children to sit on, the Ikat Pouf is a chic 

accessory for your living or working space. 
You can use it as an ottoman with your 
couch, too and rest those weary feet. 

                       
Seating Solutions



                       
Seating Solutions
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       We *Heart* Hagara Stuff 



                       
       We *Heart* Hagara Stuff 

Hagara Stuff 
available on 

Urban Skinny
Tel Aviv based artist Hagara Ben Yishay 

brings a unique style of quirky to her An-
imal collage series. She interprets animal 

heads in human forms, with a graphic sen-
sibility that combines ironic wit with strik-
ing visuals that make you stop and try to 

read between the lines. 
The series came to Hagara when she was 
going through a bout of unemployment 

and was routinely sending off her resume 
to various companies. The process was de-
pressing & she felt that the process of im-
mersing herself in design and art provided 

a good form of escape. 
It was the ultimate creative joy- no brief. 

 She says the Animal collage series allowed 
her to create images not from the reality 

that one comes to accept but, instead from 
the ones that mirror parts of it- thus creat-
ing a new reality. She says her collages tell 
a story, that feature elements both of illu-

sion and of real life. 
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                                              Wall Decor: Art Prints



                       
                                              Wall Decor: Art Prints

 Typographic Art Prints
Cheer up your walls (and your day) with in-
spirational typographic art prints, that will 

inspire you bit by bit every day. 
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Wall Decor: Softboards

 Softboard
When’s the last time you actually took 
prints of your last holiday or birthday? 

Can’t remember? Neither could we, until 
we hung up one of these on our wall. 

This pretty softboard will keep your favou-
rite holiday pictures right where they de-
serve to be- seen and admired and ok, if 

you insist- obsessed over, too! 
You can use them as a moodboard for your 
next creative project or use these as a no-

ticeboard to leave messages for your family.  



                       
Wall Decor: Softboards
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Get In Touch
Love our goodies and wanna say hello? 

Have a question before you make a purchase? 
Are you an artist/brand that would like to work with us? 

Interested in wholesale orders for your brand/ office? 
Whatever your queries, we are all ears.

Email us at info@urbanskinny.co.in or call us at +7718840644. 
We’re waiting by the phone. 

Follow Us
Twitter

 @urbanskinnychic

Facebook
www.facebook.com/urbanskinny1

Pinterest
 http://www.pinterest.com/uskinny/

Google+
https://plus.google.com/+UrbanskinnyCoIn

Shop at

www.urbanskinny.co.in
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